CASE STUDY

COMMERCIAL

Flexible, robust and intuitive Audio Visual Solutions.
Technologically connecting a global workforce
Global Fuel Giant:
Solutions to promote collaboration and efficiency
Our client was looking to update their current Grade II listed 24
floor office, and expand to a further 18 floor building, connected
by walkways. As a global entity, the technology needed to be fully
compliant and compatible with the worldwide structure and
technology standards. Secure backup in the event of failure was a
priority as the systems are needed 24/7 to deal with the
worldwide operational demands which include crisis
management.
Easy-to-use,
accessible
and
powerful
communication solutions were required to facilitate collaboration
and connectivity between departments and sites both locally and
globally. The communication needs were varied and wide-ranging
from local digital signage solutions to international broadcasting.
This was a large, complex project completed in four phases. The
new building has an Exterity IPTV solution distributed via the Barco
Streaming distribution System to deliver central management with
full flexibility. To ensure continuance of service we installed a dual
server redundant solution. Assets located in far-flung locations
and the transportation of volatile substances come part and parcel
of the operations of this enterprise. This required flexible
technological solutions to handle one or more crises whenever
and wherever they occurred, and whatever the scale. The project
was completed on time and within budget.
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the tech
● 55 x Barco 55” Displays
● 318 x Barco Clickshare
● 793 x Christie LCD Displays
● 46 x Crestron Room Booking Panels
● 36 x Crestron Touch Panels
● 17 x Crestron Switchers
● 8 x Crestron sound bars
● 272 x QSC Speakers
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features

1. Barco UniSee Video wall made up of 9x
LED panels
2. 10” Crestron Touch Screen
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3. 2x QSC column surface speakers
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4. 2x Shure ceiling array microphones
5. Logitech Rally cameras
6. Automated curtain and voile control

Flexible, Intuitive, Powerful
In the original building, five meeting rooms were separated by partitions and integrated with Crestron
touch-panel control. When opened, the rooms combine to form a large meeting space with a 90” screen
as the primary video source. The meeting room screens provide repeater functionality. Similarly in the
new building, an area called the Cube (pictured above) can be partitioned into 3 rooms. A 3x3 Video wall is
complemented by four 98” displays plus full ceiling-speaker coverage. Handheld and lapel mics allow for
Q&A sessions. All AV control is via Crestron and streamed via the Barco system. The Emergency Control
Suite (ECS) consists of a divisible room. When opened up the main room features a 4x4 video wall and
three 86” touchscreens. The smaller rooms have 55” Barco interactive screens in each. The BYOD video
conferencing includes two Logitech cameras with a ceiling mounted document camera to allow documents
to be displayed on the screens

at a glance

Bespoke Functionality
The restaurant area features a 5x3 video wall and multi zoned audio. An AV control room and studio
behind the restaurant delivers full audio and video capability via an Allen and Heath mixing-desk. Crestron
control handles all client and visitor laptops, plus controls the various handheld lapel and engineering
mics. The audio can be extended backwards to cover an audience of 150 seated people. This space offers
great functionality and flexibility, from Town Hall sessions, Live Music, and training.
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